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Education If your puppy does not eat, play or accompany you on a walk, most likely they sleep. After all, our furry family members sleep an average of 12 to 14 hours a day. Since we often with our puppy when they doze off, we can observe their different sleep habits and manners. We may even start to
wonder about why our dogs do what they do while they are snoozing. Learn how to decipher your puppy's sleeping habits and manners: Tunneling many puppies love to tunnel themselves under their favorite blanket or bedding. This can leave many pet parents concerned about whether their dog gets
enough oxygen under a thick blanket. Don't worry; if they're uncomfortable, they'll pop up. Tunnelling under enclosed spaces can be the result of instinctive behavior in our furry family members, which dates back to the days when wild dogs raised their puppies in small dark dens. Whether it's for warmth
or comfort, many puppies enjoy that soothing space deep under the lids. Spin/Turn Is Arguably one of the funniest behaviors to watch what a little spin some dogs do right before they finally settle into the perfect place. The dizzying spin - often accompanied by a scratching bed - may seem ridiculous to us,
however it has an origin. This behavior may be because your puppy pack animals and in earlier times slept in a den or hidden area, while scratching is associated with moving and rearranging debris to make their sleeping areas feel more comfortable. It is also a way for your puppy to mark their territory
and make sure their area is safe before you lie down for rest. Cuddling and bed Hogging As many pet parents know, dogs thrive on socializing and enjoy company and safety sleep next to someone else, whether human or dog. Your puppy can cuddle in bed near you and find ways to stay in close
proximity and touch throughout the night. Being close to someone while they sleep helps them feel safe and comfortable. The state of sleep position your dog chooses to sleep in relies mainly on their personality and how they feel in their current environment. Some puppies love to sleep next to their
favorite toy, spread like a hawk or curl tightly in a ball. Many dogs don't seem to have a problem sleeping almost anywhere in any position. Two factors that play a role in how your dog can choose to sleep is temperature and surroundings. When the temperature is quite warm, you may find your puppy
sprawled across the floor or bed in an attempt to cool down. On the other hand, when the temperature is on the cooler side, your puppy may fall asleep curled tightly to maintain body heat. If your puppy feels safe and comfortable to fall asleep with an open belly, it demonstrates their sense of trust in the
environment and the people in it. Noises and movements Sometimes when your puppy is fast asleep, you may notice them twitching, moving their limbs, growling, and whimpering. This may leave you wondering what's going on in your your Head. Studies show that there is evidence that dogs are, in fact,
a dream experience. Like humans, when it comes to sleep and brainwave activity, dogs enter a deep sleep stage where their breathing can become irregular and they have rapid eye movement (REM). It is at this time where puppies experience actual dreams. While one dog can only twitch from time to
time, the other may be in full action mode every night, caught up in some kind of canine fantasy. We understand how important a good night's sleep is for your puppy. That's why we guarantee that our boarding dogs spend their days enjoying a controlled open play with their BFFFs (best furry friends
ever), and their nights enjoying resty sleep in our comfortable, home drawers. If your puppy needs a night landing, please contact the nearest Dogtopia location. Tags: sleep (Photo Credit: Getty Images) Positions of dogs sleep as they twitch or move, and the amount of time they spend napping can reveal
a lot about how they feel. Sleeping habits can give clues about dog health and happiness that you can interpret if you know what to look for. Of course, if you notice anything unusual or different about your dog's sleeping behavior, you should get to your veterinarian for a check.5 DogTime recommends
this dog bed to give your puppy a good night's sleep! Here are a few things to note when your dog is asleep and what they can mean. Sleeping positions (Photo Credit: Getty Images) Notice the position your dog sleeps in most often. Your dog's favorite sleeping position may change depending on where
they are snoozing, who they sleep next to, or if they feel a certain way. Injury or soreness can also cause the sleeping position of the dog to change, so if you notice anything unusual in your puppy's sleeping position, watch out for signs of pain. Get to the vet if anything seems off. Below are some common
sleeping positions and what they can mean. On the side (Photo Credit: Getty Images) The dog that sleeps on their side should feel pretty safe and comfortable, as it leaves vital organs exposed. Dogs that favor this position tend to be quite calm and relaxed, although they can switch to a different position
if they sleep somewhere new or around someone they are not familiar with. This position also leaves their limbs moving freely during sleep, so you can see more twitching and legs kicking from the dog lying on its side. Curled Up (Photo Credit: Getty Images) A very common position dogs take while
sleeping to curl up in a ball, nose to tail. It's a common position for animals to take in the wild too, as it protects vital organs, helps keep warm, and makes it easy to stand up This position restricts movement during sleep, so you can see less twitching from the dog that snoozes into the ball. You might think
that a dog that sleeps in this position would be uncomfortable in their surroundings, and while that may be the case, it is not necessarily the case. So. The general situation in the autumn/winter months is when the weather is cool, or it may just feel better for a particular dog to sleep in that position.3
Stretched on the stomach (Photo Credit: Getty Images) It's sometimes referred to as Superman position. This allows the dog to pop up and be on its paws at once. You often see this position with puppies that should take a nap often, but also want to be ready to jump up and play at any time. Dogs that
sleep in this position do not want to miss the chance to be in action, even when they are asleep. This is the position of choice for high-energy puppies or puppies that get drowsy while playing and just want to clap down where they stand. On the back, the paws in the air (Photo Credit: Getty Images) In the
same way curling into the ball keeps warm, sleeping with an open belly helps the dog cool down. Since the fur is thinner around the abdomen and paws hold the sweat glands, exposing these areas is a great way to beat the heat. It is also a position that indicates the dog is very comfortable, leaving their
most sensitive areas vulnerable and making it difficult to insert on its feet quickly. A puppy that sleeps in this position is likely to have no care in the world. This is common in the summer months5. Back-to-back Or Snuggled Up (Photo Credit: Getty Images) You can catch your dog sleeping back to back
with other pets or snuggling up to you, and that means the same thing. Your dog ties and shows what they want to get near you or their furry siblings. The dog, sleeping in this way, feels very loving and affectionate and they are quite comfortable with who they are dozing with. Sleeping behavior (Photo
Credit: Getty Images) Once your dog is napping, you can get some clues about the quality of their sleep from their behavior. Sleep is essential for the healing and recovery of the body, and REM sleep, which is the deepest stage of sleep, is the most restorative. Pay attention to these signs and behavior to
make sure your dog gets the best sleep possible. Circle and dig (Photo Credit: Getty Images) It's normal behavior for dogs to surround their sleeping area or even dig a bit before lying to sleep. It is behavior that comes from the ancestors of wolf dogs, which often trample grass, leaves or snow to get
comfortable. They can also dig a hole that will help keep them warm in winter or cool in summer. Dogs tend to circle several times before lying down, but doing it too much or having trouble settling in can be a sign of pain, arthritis, or neurological problems. Consult your veterinarian if you notice excessive
circling. Light Dozing (Photo Credit: Getty Images) A dog can nap during the day if they are bored or just get a rest. It's not a good dream, and your dog can just wait for something more interesting, come along. Watch your puppy's ears and see if they are weighed in any traffic unusual noise. This probably
means that your dog is still pretty alert and looking for something worth getting up. Maybe it's time to do something fun like go for a walk or play fetch.3. Twitching, wagging, or soft bark (Photo Credit: Getty Images) Dogs tend to move a bit during REM sleep when they are most common. They may well act
out of their dreams, but they get a good, deep sleep. Twitching, tail wagging, leg-kicking, and sometimes barking or grunting are common. This is a good time to let sleeping dogs lie, as this stage of sleep is very restorative and good for their health. Movement during sleep is actually more common in
puppies and older dogs, and no one can explain why. A less common cause of twitching during sleep is if the dog is cold. Twitching is a way to warm up the body. If your dog is cold, get a blanket or move them to a warm sleeper. Signs of distress (Photo Credit: Getty Images) Like humans, dogs can have
nightmares. If your dog seems particularly agitated while sleeping with more movement, barking, or whimpering than usual, you can try gently calming the puppy down. Name them gently and pat them back or sideways. Use soothing tones. Your puppy may wake up or may just relax and continue with a
more pleasant sleep after you have comforted them. If you notice your dog often seems agitated while sleeping, you can schedule a veterinarian visit to be on the safe side. Seizure (Photo Credit: Getty Images) When the twitch becomes excessive, it can be a sign of seizure that requires immediate
medical attention. Try to name your dog and wake them up if you suspect that their movements are abnormal. If they wake up, it might just be an intense sleep. If they don't answer your calls, continue to shake, or feel stiff, get medical attention right away. You should pay attention to your dog's usual
sleeping habits so you know the difference and can tell when something is out of the ordinary. The amount of sleep (Photo Credit: Getty Images) Dogs sleep a lot more than humans. On average, dogs need twelve to 14 hours of sleep a day. Larger dogs tend to take more sleep than small dogs, and
puppies need about 18 to 19 hours of sleep per day, usually waking up for an hour after every few hours of sleep. Pay attention to your dog's normal sleeping habits. If you notice a change in how long your dog sleeps, it can mean a lot of things from dietary changes to thyroid problems. If your dog
spends too much time napping, it may be time for a veterinarian visit. How does your dog sleep? Does your dog dream a lot? Is your puppy taking a nap all day? Let us know in the comments below! Related articles: DogTime is a member of chewy Affiliate program, program designed to provide funds for
sites to earn ad fees and links to Chewy.com.Save Chewy.com.Save Chewy.com.save normal dog sleep patterns. old dog sleep patterns. older dog sleep patterns
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